
Water is the most abundant substance 
in the horse’s body, but would you have 
guessed protein to be the second most? 
Perhaps a scary thought considering that 
a forage based diet has a limited supply 
of some vital proteins (Frape, 2010). 
The word protein is derived from the 
Greek language of “Proteas” meaning 
“of primary importance”. This is an 
understandable definition, the significant 
physiological roles that protein is relied 
upon in the body supports the need for 
sufficient levels in the equine diet. Protein 
is composed of units known as amino 

acids and for protein synthesis to take 
place all of the 22 amino acids must be 
present in the diet. A protein molecule is 
often perceived as being like a necklace 
of beads, if a single bead (an amino 
acid) is absent then the necklace is not 
intact and fully functional. Among the 22 
amino acids, 10 of these are known as the 
essential ones due to their necessity for 
basic physiological functions. However, 
sufficient levels aren’t always achieved 
through a forage-based diet and 
supplementation may be required.
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THE KEY FUNCTIONS OF PROTEIN:
•   Providing structure - contractile protein within muscle fibres 

known as myosin & actin filaments, collagen and keratin (the 
structure of hair).

•   Nutrient transport via blood - haemoglobin (oxygen transport),  
albumin (carrier of hormones, enzymes and vitamins)

•   Nutrient transport across cell membranes & regulation  
of metabolic unctions - enzymes and peptide hormones

•  Component of Immune System - Immunoglobulin (antibodies)

•  Acts as a buffer to minimise fluctuations in body pH,  
 such as that in the stomach.



Equinetic was established with the ethos
of supplementing your horse’s diet to support 
and optimise normal function based around 
only natural, organic and competition safe 
ingredients that won’t harm your horse.  
“Focus and Recovery” is made from an
effective blend of Soy Protein Isolate  
and Magnesium. Soy Protein Isolates have
a significantly high digestibility of 93-97%  
(The National Soybean Research Laboratory) 
and a biological value (BV) of 74 meaning  
that this is also highly absorbable by the body 
(Food and Agriculture Organisation of the 
United Nations). Therefore, an obvious choice 
for the horse to efficiently uptake the protein 
supplied from an equine dietary supplement. 

This formulation can help:

• Supports muscle condition & topline

•  Reduces spookiness 
 and tension

•  Aids schooling  
and responsiveness

•  Maintains fitness  
& stamina

•  No fillers or 
bulking agents

Forage used to be considered an excellent source of protein 
and amino acids in the equine diet. However, the variability 
of protein concentration is dependent on the time of harvest 
in regard to the maturity of the plant. Protein is at its highest 
concentration in the vegetative phase of development, this  
is due to the high demand of protein by the plant required  
for growth and further maturing. 

Unfortunately, due to the high demand and cost effectiveness, 
hay crops are usually cut in the transition reproductive phase 
for a larger harvest. The National Research Council informs 
the difference in protein concentrations during the phases 
of growth, with the vegetative phase, of warm-season, 
grasses yielding 16-18% protein content to only 6-8% in the 
reproductive phase. An obvious reduction, with the essential 
amino acids lysine, methionine and threonine being in most 
demand during protein synthesis, but often in short supply  
via forage, this provides reasoning as to the relevance  
of supplementing the equine diet to steer clear from 
deficiencies which could impact equine health. 

As an equine rehabilitation specialist and established horse  
and rider muscular-skeletal therapist, the careful and purposeful 
consideration that has gone into the formulation of Equinetic’s 
supplements is one of the many reasons that I support and 
recommend the use of Equinetic products. In the process of 
rehabilitating a horse, protein deficiencies could be detrimental  
to the healing rate of injured tissues and impact greatly in the 
recovery to pre-injury function.
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